Central Freight Logistics & Shipping Agent

www.centralfreightlogistics.com

Global Shipping with a difference
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Central Freight Logistics has growing reputation as a Provider of total solutions for logistics needs. The clearing and forwarding industry in addition to transportation and logistics are ever changing and becoming even more sophisticated. Players of these industries have to constantly innovate and upgrade their operating methods to serve their clients more efficiently and cost effectively.

“To continue to earn a reputation of integrity, service and diversity that is unmatched in our industry, The Dependable Difference. In order to achieve these lofty objectives, we must hire and retain only the most qualified and dedicated individuals who share The Company’s vision.”

Our status as a diversified, premiere third party logistics provider is dependent upon our ability to provide only the highest level of service to our customers, maintain a necessary profit margin, and to recognize opportunities and react to changing market conditions well ahead of our competition.

I am extremely proud of our staff and what they have accomplished. Feel free to get in touch with us to serve you.

Bryan Sikalubya
“Logistics Experts Can Often Provide More Efficient Solutions”
Central Freight Logistics & Shipping agent Limited established in 2008 used its local expertise to cross international borders and serve an ever expanding global market especially in Zambia, Tanzania, Angola, Mozambique, South Africa, Kenya Congo DRC, China, Dubai, USA and India. Over these years we have established ourselves as a traditional and leading Freight and forwarding Company.

We also offer a diverse portfolio of freight and logistics solutions. Our core specialties also includes Port/border clearance and road transportation from all ports, handling of Copper concentrate and Sulphur. We currently handle all exports for Access Freight Africa, Konkola Copper Mines, Chambishi Copper Smelter and Chambishi Metals. We move Sulphur from Richards Bay into Ndola. We handle from 20,000 – 15,000 tons per month into Dar es Salaam, Beira, Johannesburg and Walvis Bay by road transportation and further ship to the final destination. The efficiency and effective manner in which we work has made Central Freight Logistics to be the number one option in this industry.

We believe with our strategic planning we offer complete service to all our clients in the logistics and forwarding services in Zambia, into and from the World. We also have a new truck parking area which can accommodate 300 to 500 trucks with facilities for driver parking at our yard. Fortified by the highly demanding nature of the business, we have evolved to become a total regional supplier of global logistics.
OUR VISION

To grow and be considered as one of the most reliable & flexible freight & logistics company that serves freight forwarding plus transportation and logistics segments in an exceptionally professional, short-timed, and quality consciousness manner.

“The flexibility to best meet our customers, requirements grows out of the stable structures that are a key feature of CFL as a company.”

OUR MISSION

“To satisfy our customers with total logistic solutions that are timely, innovative, effective and efficient led by a workforce dedicated to quality and delivery.”

- CFL Worldwide Network
- One - stop for Total Logistics Solutions
- Committed to High Quality Services
- Highly Trained, Motivated and Result Oriented Staff
- Excellent Team Work
- Competitive Rates
- Positive Approach
- Transparency
Our Commitments

Our commitment to integrity is a cornerstone of our past, present and future success. This drives our dedication to uphold ourselves to the highest standards of business conduct. We are committed to upholding our Code of Ethics in every transaction. Through its important guidelines, the code help us understand how to do business responsibly - how to put integrity first. Nothing ever should compromise our unyielding commitment to performance with integrity.

"We say what we mean and we honour our word in business dealings"

Challenge us to be the part of your solutions

Our Customers

Focused on our customer’s needs we provide integrated logistics solutions of outstanding quality and operational excellence. To become the extension of your business supported by our committed and dedicated professional team with 24/7 reach.

“Relationships with our customers are our major focus”
Trade Finance

Central Freight Logistics offers Trade financing to all traders and corporate organization.

Central Freight Logistics has been at the forefront of bringing and popularizing leveraged trading in financial markets in the region. Since its inception, Central Freight Logistics has continued to grow through its focus on customer service, efficiency and best practices.

Central Freight Logistics mission is to bring trading and diversification opportunities in wide variety of financial instruments to all segments of the market, particularly for traders and corporate organization.

For Trade Finance contact our Finance Director on: +260 212 614 906
E-mail: executive@centralfreightlogistics.com / bryan@centralfreightlogistics.com
OUR CORE SERVICES

Air Freight
Sea / Ocean Freight
Land Freight
Road Transportation
Warehousing
Buyers Consolidation
Custom Clearance
LCL Consolidation & FCL
Project Logistics
International Freight and Forwarding

“Global Shipping with a difference”
**Air Freight**

- Fast, efficient and reliable supply chain
- Freight forwarding to arrival airports or door to door delivery
- Direct airline and express services for more urgent consignments
- Confirmed space allocation facilities with all reputed Air Carriers
- Cargo Pick-up / Delivery Services
- Personalized customer service units geared-up to face any eventualities
- Customs Clearance
- Export documentation
- Import & Export handling and consolidation
- Cost effective air combination
- Contract with major international carriers

**Sea / Ocean Freight**

- FCL, LCL and Break Bulk booking services
- On-dock and Off-dock cargo stuffing facilities
- Offer economic rates
- Confirmed space allocation with all major shipping lines
- Efficient staff at customs and port zone Highly skilled professionals in shipping industry at your service
- Licensed customs broker
- Cost effective sea combination
- Export and import customs clearance
- Strong links with local customers
**Land Freight**

- Competitive prices
- Door-to-door forwarding services
- Proof of delivery for all shipments
- Customs Inspection & Exit proofs
- Reliable transit times
- Fleet with modern Equipment’s
- High service quality & reliability

**Road Transportation**

- Committed to achieve customers’ delight
- Highly efficient working procedures
- Experience in handling different commodities
- Customer concentric policy and actions approach
- Complete documentation
- Drivers with local language knowledge
- Assurance of safe delivery
- Dependable and experience drivers and staff

**Warehousing**

- Forklift and man-lift facilities including all types of storage and safe packing with professional setup of interlocking and racking systems
- Cross stuffing
- Supply chain management
- Lashing & Skidding
- Pick & Pack
- Exhibition Cargo
- Perishable cargo
- Personal Effects & Relocations

**Buyers Consolidation**

- The basic Buyer’s consolidation service allows manufacturing companies, end destination buyers, and retailers to bundle products purchased from various vendors in a particular country or region, into one shipment/multiple shipments; loaded into one/multiple containers at the port of loading and hence reducing freight cost and delivery charges at destination.
**Custom Clearance**
- Fast and reliable service at Airport and Sea port
- Clearing and Forwarding of Any Size
- Any weight/ Any Volume cargo LCL/FCL at Sea port
- Processing of all necessary documents
- Collection of clearing documents
- Transportation and Delivery to your sight
- Special handling
- Careful loading/ Unloading, Proper monitoring
- Storage and Warehouse facility

**LCL Consolidation & FCL**
- Door pick-up and delivery
- Export processing and permit applications and certifications
- Warehousing and Distribution
- Inventory management
- Import Customs clearance and formalities

**Project Logistics**
- Planning, coordination and execution of projects
- Able to handle projects for industries such as handling of Copper concentrate and Sulphur, Konkola Copper Mines, Chambishi Copper Smelter, Chambishi Metals, Energy Plants, Irrigation, Oil & Gas (both Offshore & On shore), Petro Chemical, Chemical, Heavy industries and Civil construction projects.
- Handling Sulphur from Richards Bay into Ndola. We handle from 20,000 – 15,000 tons per month into Dar es Salaam, Beira, Johannesburg and Walvis Bay by road transportation and further ship to the final destination.
- Dry bulk cargo: Part or full chartering (air, sea or road)
- Special equipment transport and handling
- Technical support, Trained staff for handling project cargo
- Handling overweight and over size cargo
- Site survey, dismantling projects at site
- Proper and special tools and equipment’s
- Careful loading / un loading of project cargo, Proper monitoring
International Freight and Forwarding

- Shipment Booking, Bill of Lading Preparation
- Preparation and Electronic Filing of Electronic Export Information (EEI, formally)
- Preparation, Consolidation and Forwarding of Export Documents
- Shipment Monitoring and Project Management Packing Services—tailor made packages in conjunction with airline requirements
- Representative/agents offices worldwide
- Logistics & Warehousing – Long & Short Term Storage for all types of Cargo
- Selling New & used containers, Wooden Boxes & Wooden Pallet

Complete Logistic Solutions

Central Freight Logistics is one of the pioneers in transportation and logistics organization. As a group it offers a complete range of Supply chain solutions that harness the use of technology and decision support tools. It is committed to offer effective, industry focused & customer centric solution that integrate the various processes of its clients to organize cost effective, reliable, and timely products and information flow. We believe that any business conduct can be ethical only when it rest on the nine core values of Honesty, Integrity, Respect, Fairness, Purposefulness, Trust, Responsibility, Caring, and Commitments.

Our Partners

Central Freight Logistics & Shipping Agents partnerships with an exclusive network of agents as Worldwide & Middle East transportation and shipping. Our strength worldwide and commitments and continually better improved services is built from our customer feedback. We are open to charge to be the leading logistics provider overseas and locally. We promise to deliver not just your cargo, but also peace of mind.

“This works so well, because the companies have stable structures and stand for similar values”
Our Certificates

ZAMBIA
REVENUE
AUTHORITY

P.O BOX 70181
NDOLA
Tel: 614694, Fax 614096

06/05/2015
CENTRAL B.S. CLEARING & FORWARDING (Z) LIMITED
PRIVATE BAG 853
LUSAKA

SERIAL NO. 2253
TPIN: 1001918506

Attention:

Dear Sir/Madam

TAX CLEARANCE CERTIFICATE - SECTION 81B (CAP 323)

This is to certify that CENTRAL B.S. CLEARING & FORWARDING (Z) LIMITED trading as CENTRAL B.S. CLEARING & FORWARDING (Z) LIMITED TPIN 1001918506 is duly registered for income tax purposes.

In addition, that this tax clearance certificate has been issued to CENTRAL B.S. CLEARING & FORWARDING (Z) LIMITED trading as CENTRAL B.S. CLEARING & FORWARDING (Z) LIMITED pursuant to section 81 B of the Income Tax Act (Cap323).

This certificate is valid up to 31/12/2015.

Accordingly, in terms of section 81 B of the Income Tax Act, for the duration of this certificate the above named is free to conduct business in line with the trading license held.

[Please note that any established act of non-compliance with the provisions of the income tax Act shall invalidate this certificate.]

ZELIA MWANZA PHIRI
ACTING INSPECTOR
FOR / ASSISTANT DIRECTOR – STO COPPERBELT
Republic Of Zambia

CERTIFICATE OF INCORPORATION
OF A PRIVATE COMPANY LIMITED BY SHARES
(Section 10)

This is to certify that CENTRAL FREIGHT LOGISTICS AND
SHIPPING AGENT ZAMBIA LIMITED is on and from the
21st day of August, 2008 incorporated as a private company limited by shares.

Given under my hand and seal at Lusaka, Zambia, 21st day of August, 2008.

A.M. Banda Bobo
Assistant Registrar of Companies

(Note that this certificate is not valid unless the official seal of the Registrar of Companies has been affixed)